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Dear Readers,

When former Uschool student Alexa Redlich asked me to be the new Editor-in-Chief for her 
photography magazine, Perspective Magazine, I was honored and excited.  In taking on this 
opportunity, I was able to appreciate all the amazing artwork that our University School Upper 
School students created.

This year, I am thrilled to announce that Perspective Magazine will also be including works 
from students involved in the visual arts in addition to photography!  Work from students in 
intro photography/drawing & painting classes all the way to AP courses are showcased!  I hope 
that you are inspired by the works you see and read about in this magazine, and that you’ll 
share it with your family and friends :)

I would like to thank all of the NSU University School photography and visual arts students for 
their hard work as well as Mr. Swerdlow, Mrs. Cohen, Mr. Gefen, and Mrs. Martinez for their 
dedication to their students and support in creating this publication.

Thank you to our readers!  Enjoy!

Hannah Kuker 2019
{Editor in Chief}



Photography



R.L. Davis; “Mellow Yellow”



Hannah Kuker; “Eerie”



Alexa Morrissey; “Forever Young”



Alexa Bond; “Hands On”



Jennifer Langone; “Depth Perception”



Ruthy Michar; “Not My Art”



Barbara RioFrio; “Always Watching”



Ryan Kuttler; “El Bravo”



Barbara RioFrio; “The Outsiders”



Erin Miller; “Reflection”



Karis Lee; “Frozen in Time”



Faina Asadova; “The Old Inspires the New, Meaning Me”



Karis Lee; “Almost Life-like”



Ryan Kuttler; “X Marks the Spot”



Ruthy Micha; “Solo Un Rayo de Sol”



Karis Lee; “Lost in the Water Drops”



When did you take these photos of the Miami Dolphins?

I took these photos in December 2017 and 2018 at Dolphins games played at 
the Hard Rock Stadium.  In general, I take photos of the Dolphins at practice 
and at games.

How do you like your internship with the Miami Dolphins?  What work are 
you doing with them?

I love working for the Dolphins.  I began at the beginning of 11th grade (2017) 
as the Intern Photographer, and at the beginning of 12th grade, I was pro-
moted to be the Corporate Partnerships Photographer.  I have enjoyed my 
experience so much that I recently began working as a design intern for my 
capstone project.  For the project, I am interning with the Miami Dolphins’ 
Creative Services Department.  I go in everyday to help work on graphics 
and take photos for graphic layouts already made.  Some of my photos and 
designs have been featured in the Miami Open Media Guide as well as on 
the social media accounts of the Hard Rock Stadium and the Miami Open!

Is photography going to be a part of your career?

Yes.  In the future I hope to be the creative director of an NFL team.  With 
this job I will be able to take photos of the players in action and design lay-
outs for means of publicity such as posters, social media posts, and adver-
tisements.

What is your advice to aspiring photographers who want to get out into 
the business?

The best advice I can give is to just keep shooting and try new things be-
cause you never know what you might discover!

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: Ryan Kuttler



How did you take the water splash photos? 

I took the water splash photos in front of my house by throwing water at a wall and taking 
many photos each time.  So the water would’t be blurry, I increased the shutter speed.  Then 
I used editing softwares like Lightroom to black-out all of the background, increase the fo-
cus, and edit all the individual water droplets to make them appear brighter through the dark 
lighting.

What camera settings did you use?
I used a Canon camera on the shutter speed 450.  

PHOTOGRAPHER TIP: Shutter speed is the time a camera’s shutter is open for.  A fast shut-
ter speed means the camera is only taking the photo for a short period of time.  This is good 
for stop action, sharp photos like Karis Lee’s.  A longer shutter speech means the camera’s 
film is exposed to the surroundings for longer and is hence capturing more things.  This is 
good for blur motion, such as with waterfalls in which the water becomes a smooth cascade 
rather than individual droplets.

Why do you love photography?  What is your advice for people interested in photography?

I love photography because there are so many different perspectives to chose from to show-
case your uniqueness.  You can find the beauty in something so simple and basic.  I would 
say to all photographers the best thing is to find the one thing that makes your photos spe-
cial and pursue that passion.  It is also important to find your own style. 

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: Karis Lee



2-D & 3-D 
Studio Art



Hannah Kuker; “A Cartographer’s Disappearing Allegory”
This work is a 2 minute handdrawn animated film.  To view it, either click on the link or scan the QR code.  Enjoy!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffm9HYsE4cs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffm9HYsE4cs


Crystal Zhang; “My Name is Yanzhen Zhang and I’m Not a Stereotype”



Patrick Mena; “No Panacea” - American Vision Nominee



Daelian Forgues; “The Sheep Blindly Following”



Hannah Kuker; “Nature’s Weaver”



Matthew Lyons; “Helicopter Parent Hat”



Hannah Scherfer; “Nemesis”



Crystal Zhang; “Different Perspectives”



Giana Fuller; “Bound By Our Roots”



Hannah Scherfer; “The Killing Fields” - American Vision Nominee



Amanda Ellman; “Juxtaposition”



Paulina Skorish; “In the Hive”



Giana Fuller; “Toxic Conformity”



Tyler Feldmen; Gold Key Senior Portfolio



Tyler Feldmen; Gold Key Senior Portfolio Continued...



What prompted you to create this video?

I wanted to make a comment on global warming for one of our class assign-
ments, and after much thinking over, I realized that the best way to cap-
ture change over time was through a film.  With the help of my amazing art 
teacher, Mrs. Cohen, we researched and figured out how something like this 
could be accomplished without the fancy technology of animation studios 
such as Disney.  I really wanted to take this risk and do something out of the 
box!

What is the significance of the title to the meaning of the piece?

The title of the film is, “A Cartographer’s Disappearing Allegory.”  A cartog-
rapher’s story consists of the maps they create, so as rising sea levels and 
changing weather conditions erode our landmasses, the land on the map 
that cartographers are drawing is shrinking/disappearing.  The work com-
ments on how global warming is affecting our physical landscape, question-
ing what we will have left in the future and hence bringing attention to the 
pressing issue.

How did you make it?

I had one piece of paper (18in x 24in) the entire time, which I constantly 
drew over for each scene, taking photos with my camera on a tripod.  To 
give you an idea, the 2 minute video consists of over 600 photographs at 
0.1 seconds each! I then used Lightroom to crop the photos and adjust the 
lighting, and finally iMovie to string the photos together into a movie.

Why do you love art?

I love art because it is such an amazing outlet for me to express myself, my 
passions, and my ideas!  It is so powerful to see your idea come to life and 
get to create something for the world to enjoy!

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: Hannah Kuker



How did you create the massive seagull and ocean structures that make 
up “The Killing Fields,” your piece which won an American Vision Award in 
the Scholastic Competition?  Was it hard?  

The way I created this massive seagull and ocean structure was by plotting 
out each point before starting so I knew exactly what to do.  I also sketched 
everything out beforehand because once you start it’s hard to change the 
idea.  This project was definitely out of my comfort zone because I have 
never sculpted anything before.  This project was definitely a challenge for 
me but I’m happy I took the risk.

What is the meaning of the piece?

The meaning of the piece is to bring awareness about pollution in our ocean 
and how that is affecting the marine animals 

How did you get into ceramics?  Why is 3-D design so fun?

I got into ceramics because Ms. Lambert inspired me in Middle School.  I 
continued in high school because 3-D design is so fun for me, especially 
because of my teacher Mrs. Cohen and my peers in my class.  I love ceram-
ics so much because I get to design and construct anything that comes to 
mind.

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: Hannah Scherfer



Congrats to all of our amazing students for doing so well at the 2019 
Scholastic Art & Writing Competition!  We are all so proud! 

Click here to view a list of all our Scholastic Regional Winners!

Special Congratulationes to our National Award Recipients:

GOLD MEDAL:
• Daelian Forgues (10th) - Mixed Media - “The Sheep, Blindly Following”
• Gianna Fuller (10th) - Drawing & Illustration - “The Toxicity of Conformity”
• Aysha Zackria (12th) - Dramatic Script - “Hell and High Water”
• Yanzhen Zhang (12th) - Mixed Media - “My name is Yanzhen Zhang, and I am not a series of unfortu-
nate stereotypes.”
SILVER MEDAL:
• R.L. Davis (9th) - Photography - “Mellow Yellow”
• Hannah Kuker (10th) - Film & Animation - “A Cartographer’s Disappearing Allegory”
• Hannah Scherfer (11th) - Jewelry - “Nemesis Anklet”

We would also like to recognize senior Aysha Zackria for earning the prestigious One Earth Award for 
her dramatic script “Hell and High Water.” This award provides four students from around the nation 
with $1,000 scholarships for their creative works that encourage awareness and activism surrounding 
climate change. Aysha is the first person in our school’s history to receive this award; what an honor!

MAGAZINE 
KEY:

= Gold Key

= Silver Key

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lPcohmlTPiukk6xQGZngEfZvyADuO0FX/view?usp=sharing

